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Schubert’s Rosamunde Overture is a delightful piece of bubbling expectations. As overtures to theatrical 
performances were meant to do, this work prepares the audiences’ frame of mind to enjoy a good show 
whether it’s tragic or comic.  
 
The overture opens with sustained chords, deep with dark color from the trombones and low trumpets, 
suggesting quite a tragic storyline ahead.  But, after this somber mis-direct, the music swerves to offer a 
graceful tune played by the woodwinds. Enjoy Schubert’s writing for the winds throughout this work as the 
instruments are imaginatively paired up; an oboe and clarinet pairing, for example, giving a slightly dusky 
flavor.   
 
Soon, we hear another shift as the music suggests to say “just kidding” and we are launched into a high-
energy, bubbly ride. Schubert keeps us on the edge of our seats with unexpected swings in mood, color 
changes, and dips into the mysterious. Occasional pauses and sudden stillness add to the “what’s next?” 
tension in the atmosphere. In the end however, off we go on a horse-ride, galloping in high theatrical fashion. 
  
I personally find the musical character of this overture easily portrays the mischievous antics of a Thieving 
Magpie, the title of one of Rossini’s operas.  Schubert’s overture, however, was written to open a melodrama 
called Die Zauberharfe (The Magic Harp), which was staged unsuccessfully in Vienna in 1820. The 
Rosamunde name we use today was added by Schubert later, perhaps distancing it from the poorly-received 
Magic Harp production, and giving a nod to the material Schubert originally used from his opera Alfonso und 
Estrella.  
 
With this performance, we introduce our 2014-15 Conductor Apprentice, Tyler Holstrom. Initiated in 2013, 
the Paul Vermel Conductor Apprenticeship Program allows a student of conducting an opportunity to receive 
guidance and one-on-one instruction from Music Director/Conductor Kim Diehnelt and to study, rehearse, 
and conduct a selected work in concert with the Northwest Symphony Orchestra. – Kim Diehnelt 
 
 
 
 

Trumbore, Dale    Harmony in Gold (world premiere) 
 
Harmony in Gold takes its inspiration from a poem by contemporary American poet Barbara Crooker. 
Crooker's poem Brass Section reads:  

 
"Daylilies trumpet  
July mornings,  
crescendo in colors  
of butter and brass; 
flare and shine,  
a harmony of gold;  
then shrivel at night 
in a cacophony  
of crickets."  



 
This brand new arrangement, to be premiered by the Northwest Symphony Orchestra, aims to highlight 
Crooker's vivid imagery in the colors of the orchestra. 
 
The original chorus & orchestra version of Harmony in Gold was commissioned by the Millburn High School 
Music Boosters and premiered by the Millburn High School Symphony Orchestra and Miller Chorus (Millburn, 
NJ) on June 7, 2012.  – Dale Trumbore 
 
 
 
 
Marcello, Alessandro (1673 – 1747) Oboe Concerto in c 
     Masahito Sugihara, soprano saxophone 
 
 
Whether this work should be attributed to Alessandro, or his younger brother Benedetto, will be a question for 
others to answer. Suffice that the Concert in C minor we hear today is a “classic” concerto from the Baroque 
era, and a favorite among listeners and performers.  Our soloist, Masahito “Masa” Sugihara, will bring the 
flair and agility of the soprano saxophone to music originally written for solo oboe in 1716. (The saxophone 
itself was invented in 1840.) 
 

Masa adds: 
 
“I always loved the sound and the repertoire of oboe, and when I started playing the soprano 
saxophone in college, I wanted my soprano to sound like the oboe.  I had a good oboist friend Katy 
Elkin who let me go through her music and that’s how I became familiar with Marcello’s Concerto. I 
immediately fell in love with the piece especially because of its hauntingly beautiful second 
movement, which is also well known through J. S. Bach’s transcription for keyboard.  The summer 
before my senior year, Katy, who is now an accomplished baroque oboist and the director of  
“ensemble Le Tendre Amour” based in Barcelona, attended the Baroque Performance Institute at 
Oberlin Conservatory to study with Gonzalo Ruiz. Katy brought back a live recording of Ruiz 
performing Marcello at the Institute.  This recording was incredibly sensational; Ruiz had a gorgeous 
rich tone, graceful technique, tasteful and expressive phrasing, and ingenious ornaments.  Everything 
about his playing was something that I aspired to in my own playing.  Ruiz’s ornamentation 
especially was earth-shattering.  I had no idea that one could ornament this high school level piece 
and make it into a work that can only be performed by a virtuoso.  I incorporated some of Bach’s 
embellishments and made my own rendition inspired by Ruiz’s ornamentation.  I hope to share with 
you today the joy and amazement I felt when I first heard Ruiz’s recording.” 

 
Written in three movements, we move through atmospheres of stateliness, to pathos, and on to spritely, as 
each movement allows Masa to showcase the expressive charisma of the saxophone.  What I enjoy most 
about this piece, besides the gorgeous, emotionally-rich inner slow movement, is the way the music offers an 
ever-changing shift in character. We may expect a typical question/answer style of dialogue between the 
orchestra and soloist, yet just when you await a simple response, someone swerves in with an unexpected 
retort. 
 
The composers of the Baroque era had a desire to persuade the listener, to toss them into various states of 
emotion: serious, charming, joyful, tragic, etc. A concerto such as Marcello’s is no exception. For example, the 
work opens with the string players stating, very firmly, a phrase of confidence, only to be interrupted by the 
soloist jumping in with a soft, slightly demure statement. Back and forth as each party attempts to convince 
the listener of the sentiment they are conveying. It is this juxtaposition of unexpected elements which grace 
the work and give listening pleasure. And with Masa performing, this will be a stunning re-visit to a Baroque 
classic! – Kim Diehnelt 
  
 
 
 



 
 
  
Schumann, Robert   (1810 – 1856)  Symphony No. 4 in d, Op. 120 (1851 Version) 

I. Ziemlich langsam - Lebhaft 
II. Romance. Ziemlich langsam 
III. Scherzo. Lebhaft - Trio. Etwas zuruckhaltend 
IV. Langsam - Lebhaft - Schneller – Presto 
 
 
 

The composer Robert Schumann experienced a rich inner life as he dealt with numerous crises, artistic and 
otherwise. His 4th symphony offers a glimpse into his world of self-doubt, questioning, and consolation. 
 
The slow opening begins with a musical idea which rolls and unwinds uneasily and with caution. There is a 
sense of needing to figure something out. The music stumbles, stops and goes. One musical line sings, 
another states and re-states, as if trying to convince itself of something. The first movement seems 
preoccupied with these contrasting lines of thought. 
 
The second movement Romance opens with a graceful romantic tune played by oboe and cello, but then the 
unwinding ideas from the beginning of the whole work appears again in the strings. What is it that we are 
trying to figure out? Why do we keep returning to this idea? Next the solo violin adds yet another take on this 
unwinding figure, day dreaming above the rest of the music. Then the movement closes with a return to the 
Romance tune again. 
 
From there we slide right into the 3rd movement. Usually this is where a composer lets off a bit of energy. The 
emotional slow movement creates tension, and the Scherzo provides a chance to loosen up a bit. Schumann 
might not be one to relax much though, as the music seems to still be in need of convincing itself. “Loosen up 
for Pete’s sake!” 
 
We slide directly into the fourth movement, and again hear echoes of those unwinding ideas from the 
opening of the work, perhaps now building into a more defiant gesture. The stops and starts are with us 
again, the ideas tossed about. The tempo increasing and we charge towards the finale. We leave the 
unwinding, brooding dark thoughts behind and with long upwards rush the work reaches a clos; a conclusion 
of Schumann’s version of this journey into our inner world.  – Kim Diehnelt 
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